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What ever disunites man from 

God, also disunites man from 

man. - Edmund Burke 

The Torah narrative, suddenly and 

somewhat unexpectedly, introduces 

a “new” holiday, really a 

“conditional” holiday which was 

not mentioned in the previous lists 

of holidays. It is the holiday of 

Pesach Sheni. The holiday seems to 

be reactionary and not part of the 

originally planned cycle of holidays. A group of people 

approaches Moses. They were ritually impure and were 

unhappy that their ritual impurity would prevent them from 

participating in the Pesach celebrations. 

Moses tells the petitioners to wait so that he can get 

instructions regarding their interesting complaint. God 

doesn’t disappoint and immediately relays to Moses that 

while the petitioners can’t celebrate Pesach with the rest of 

the nation that is ritually pure, they will have a second chance 

exactly a month later, to bring the Pesach sacrifice and to 

have Matza, assuming they are ritually pure by then. 

The Meshech Chochma on Numbers 9:10 goes into a 

fascinating discussion as to why the Torah didn’t preempt the 

petitioners' request and present the Pesach Sheni option a 

priori. He explains that after the revelation of God to the 

entire Jewish people at Mount Sinai, the people were at such 

a high spiritual level, that they could connect to God with a 

much greater facility than anything we could imagine today. 

However, after the sin of the golden calf, all of Israel lost that 

ability. They would require a physical Tabernacle to 

reproduce that ability, that divine focal point to allow them to 

commune with God. Not only that, but pre-sin, any 

individual Jew was at such an elevated level, that they would 

likewise be immune to the punishment of Karet (“cutting 

off,” whichever that’s interpreted). The entirety of the Jewish 

people is never subject to that punishment. An individual 

Jew, pre-sin, had a similar status, ability, and spiritual 

protection as the entire nation. Pre-sin, we could more easily 

connect with God, without needing some communal, 

physical, focal construct. 

Similarly, pre-sin, it would have been permissible for a Jew 

to participate in the Pesach sacrifice, even if they were 

ritually impure. However, post-sin, that would no longer be 

possible. In a post-sin reality, a ritually impure Jew would 

not be able to partake of the Pesach sacrifice. Only post-sin is 

there a need for God to add legislation that provides a second 

chance, a new holiday, for those who because of either their 

physical distance or their ritually impure condition, can’t join 

the rest of the nation in bringing the Pesach sacrifice. 

May we one day reach our previous spiritual levels as well as 

protection on an individual and communal level. 

 

 

I consider myself an Aliyah “cheerleader and motivator” 

which means that I encourage Aliyah from a positive and 

optimistic perspective. I have always advocated the need to 

run towards Israel and not away from America (or wherever 

else Jews live). It is for this reason why I cannot stand with 

those people who are posting – all over social media – that 

Jews need to “leave America NOW, before it’s too late!” 

Yes, every Jew outside Eretz Yisrael should begin 

preparations to come home as soon as possible… but not 

because of riots, looting or Covid-19. Let me explain. 

When I played tag or “ringalevio” with my friends (do kids 

still play that amazing game?), we always had a home-base. 

While touching that home-base, nobody could get us out… 

we were perfectly safe! I have been thinking a lot about this 

recently since many people look at Israel and consider it a 

nice, big, comfortable “home-base”. Yes, Israel must be safe 

for every Jew on the planet, but that is not why you move 

here. Sorry to disappoint you, but if you sell your house, quit 

your job and take your kids out of school to run to “perfectly-

safe-home-base” Israel… you might be very disappointed… 

very quickly.  

Post-Sin Reality (Behaalotcha) 

By Rabbi Ben Tzion Spitz 

Don’t Run Away 

by Shmuel Sackett 
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Please do not move here because of George Floyd or the 

lunatics who use that tragedy for personal gain. Its ok, and 

quite natural, for these recent events to speed up your Aliyah 

plans but I beg you – literally beg you – that this should not 

be the main reason you move here. I agree that the last 2 

weeks have opened many eyes to what is really happening in 

the USA and that serious decisions need to be made but 

there’s a big difference between something being a catalyst 

for Aliyah vs the reason for Aliyah. 

Dearest brothers and sisters; there’s only one reason why you 

should make the life-changing move to Israel. It is because 

you want to be part of the Jewish Nation and, since 1948, the 

only place that can happen is in the Land of Israel. That’s 

right… although you won’t like these next few words, I write 

them because nobody else will: There is no Am Yisrael 

outside of Eretz Yisrael. 

When was the creation of Am Yisrael finalized? When we 

left Egypt? That was Part I. When we received the Torah? 

That was Part II… but there was one part left. Moshe told us 

(Devarim, chapter 27) that when we enter the Land of Israel, 

6 tribes are to stand on Mount Gerizim, 6 tribes on Mount 

Ebal and the Kohanim are to stand with the Aron in the 

middle – in the city of Shechem. On that day, when that 

happens, and only when that happens, Moshe prophesized 

(verse 9); “Pay attention and listen, Israel. Today you have 

become a nation…” That awesome event (described also at 

the end of Chapter 8 in sefer Yehoshua) was the culmination 

and transformation of the People of Israel into the Nation of 

Israel… and it only happened after we entered the Land. 

For the next 1,350 years (minus a few years here and there) 

Am Yisrael lived in the land. There were many challenges, 

wars, plagues and even mass destruction of Jews inside Israel 

but as long as we were there, the concept of the Nation 

existed. Unfortunately, after the destruction of the 2
nd

 Bet 

Ha’Mikdash, we were exiled from Israel and dispersed all 

over the world. At that moment, the status of our Nation was 

put on “hold”. We remained the Jewish people and we stuck 

together as best as we could. We built communities and 

produced the Talmud Bavli and thousands of holy seforim. 

The Jewish people refused to become extinct and despite the 

odds, we remained alive and strong! Many communities 

started to pop-up in Israel (especially at the time of the 

Arizal) but they were still communities… 

In 1948 everything changed. For the first time in close to 

2,000 years, there was a Jewish government and a Jewish 

army. We were independent! Although that government was 

– and still is – far from the way it needs to be, this 

independence was much more than just another country in 

the UN. We, the Jewish people, were back in our land, 

defending our borders and speaking our language… it was 

the rebirth of Am Yisrael! The “hold button” was no longer 

pressed and the status of the Nation returned. 

Just like we became a Nation in the Land of Israel in the year 

2488, we became a Nation – once again – in the Land of 

Israel in 5708. What started in the Land… continued in the 

Land… and remains only in the Land. Therefore, to be part 

of Am Yisrael one needs to live, thrive and settle Eretz 

Yisrael. Being a Jew anywhere else – at this time in history – 

means that you are part of the Chosen People, part of the 

5,000 year old heritage and 100% my beloved brother or 

sister… but not part of the Nation. This is the reason – and 

only reason - to make Aliyah! 

Therefore, please make this your dream - whether or not - 

your favorite store was looted. Make this your goal - whether 

or not - your community was hit hard by Coronavirus. Make 

this your plan, your ambition and the thing that drives you, 

night and day, to reconnect to your Nation – to Am Yisrael!  

May that day happen very soon. Amen! 

 


